Improv Rubric
Team Name/Team Number________________________

Total Score__________

Mastery

Superior

High

Good

Needs Work

Not Present

Voice

Team projects voice
throughout the
duration of the
scene. Supports
voice with breath.

Team Projects
voice but has
moments when
voice is unfocused
or drops.

Team can be
heard but are not
projecting voice.

Voices drop out
on occasion.
Performers are
not in control of
their voice.

Team is difficult to
hear most of the
time.

Team can't
connect the new
prompt and/or
elements into the
scene but an
effort was made
to make offers.

Team does not
incorporate new
prompt and/or
elements.

Characters are
still being
developed.

No characters
present.

Making and
Accepting Offers

Team continues to Team struggles to
Team continues to
make offers and
make offers and
make offers and
keep the scene
keep the scene
keep the scene going
going but doesn't
going while
while incorporating
fully connect the
incorporating the
new prompts and/or
new prompt and/or new prompt and/or
elements seamlessly.
elements.
elements.

Character

Team has created
interesting distinct
characters that are
maintained
throughout the
scene. Team does
not break character.

Team has created Team has created
interesting
characters that
characters but
lack distinction and
there are the
actors come in and
occasional drops in out of character
character.
frequently.

Movement

Movement in the
scene is clear
interesting and
motivated. The
blocking contributes
to the scene.

The movement in
Movement is
Movement is
the scene is mostly
unclear and some
present but not
motivated and
characters are not
always contributing
contributes to the
moving when they
to the scene.
scene.
should be.

Actors rarely or
never move.

Foundation

Team works with an
appropriate story
foundation including
clearly defined who,
what, where and
when.

Team works with
an appropriate
foundation but is
missing one of the
four requirements.

Team works with
an appropriate
foundation but is
missing two of the
four requirements.

There is not a
clear foundation
of the scene.

No foundation is
present.

10-9

8-7

6-5

4-3

2-1

Points
Total 50
Comments:

